Let A be an artin algebra. Then A has finite self-injective dimensions on both sides if and only if every finitely generated left ^-module has finite Gorenstein dimension.
Proof of theorem
We divide the proof into several steps. Proof. We have an exact sequence P0* -► ••• -» P*_{ -* P* -> N -> 0 in modv4op with the P* projective. Since each P( is reflexive, if ( )* is applied, the induced sequence 0 -► N* -> Pn** -+ P,**, -+..
•-♦ PQ** is exact, which implies reduced grade N > n . Put L = Cok/* and N = Cokf*. Note that L is an (n -l)th syzygy of N.
Since by Lemma 3 reduced grade N ^ n , we have reduced grade N = oo and by Lemma 2, Ai is reflexive.
Lemma 5. Tor any n > 0, the following are equivalent:
(1) inj dim^ ^ < n ana" every M £ mod A of infinite reduced grade is reflexive.
(2) G-dim M = 0 for all M £ syz" A .
